“Deserted beach with my Disco. That’s what getting away is all about.”

Paul Swain
"After a long day on the road we stopped to soak up the sunset and the solitude."

Gail Barry
“My fourth crossing of the Simpson Desert in a Land Rover, the first in a Discovery 3.”

Simon Fleming
“A nice lunch stop on the Nullarbor Plain with my two boys.”

David Vegh
“I have owned Land Rovers for the last 30 years, and no other vehicle comes with a lifestyle that is as fun, practical, romantic, adaptable, and safe. Life without a Land Rover is a life half-lived!”

John Saville-Wright
“From the beach to the bush to the snow, our Land Rover Disco 4 is a major part of our family. Used as a dog crate and horse transport, and for surf boards, skis, snowboards, you name it – it’s towed it, carried it and transported us all in style.”

Carmen ter Rahe
“Our Discovery 4 has been with us now for 3 years and 80,000+ kms. She is truly a loved member of the family.”

Ken Major
We bought our Landy in ’99. She has taken us everywhere, and most importantly, brought us home safe every time.”

Dave Clark
“My first car. I’ve had many great adventures in it, even got me through university.”

Terry Watts
Discovering new discoveries in the Australian outback.”

Phillip Rosenow
“As a third generation Land Rover owner, nothing makes me smile as much as when I’m in my Discovery.”

Cameron Brown
“Great memories, then and now. Dad driving me in his Series 2 Land Rover in 1973. And now me driving my son in my Discovery 2 in 2014. What next?”

Rob Watson
“When I was 9 years old I spent two nights in hospital and my mother brought me a 4WD magazine for some light entertainment.

As soon as I started reading I remember being astonished by the $50,000-$100,000 price tag that the Discovery and Range Rover commanded (I was thinking in terms of a boy earning $5 a week pocket money).

Ever since then I have loved Land Rovers for their unrivalled competency, and beautiful lines. And now I have a Discovery 4 3.0 TDV6.”

Chris Norman
“Towing our 3 tonne caravan without any hassle, regardless of season, weather or terrain. Discovery keeps everyone safe and comfortable as it eats up the kilometres.”

Scott Sallis
“Our Discovery takes us from the snow-capped peaks to the sandy beaches in greatest comfort, luxury and off-road capability.”

Scott Sallis
“2004 Discovery 2 crossing the Avon River in Victoria.”

Rocky Kristianto
“Love my Series II Disco TD5, here paying respects to a less worthy rival.”

Peter White
“My 2009 Discovery 4 in the Snowy Mountains, in a place where they said a caravan couldn’t go.”

Ian Fraser
“I love my Discovery. It takes us where we want to be.”

Grant McKeown
“Exploring Stockton Beach: fun on the sand dunes with good friends.”

Tony Allan
“My fave Discovery adventure has to be our family road trip from the Gold Coast to Port Macquarie, spending as much time off-road as possible. Tackled beaches, rocks, mud and water with ease – all while the wife and kids were in supreme comfort. Love my Discovery.”

Paul Crimms